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done so as much as the monk, Guido D’Arezzo. His teaching methods have been embraced and
developed by music educators throughout the centuries. For example, it is recorded that Guido was the
first to use the five-line staff as we use it today. This was especially groundbreaking in a world of rote
memorization. Today it is used globally in music education. The roots of solfege are also found in Guido’s
writings; his syllables have been adapted by Zoltan Kodály. Not only that, but John Curwen’s hand signs
are derivative of the so-called Guidonian Hand. Guido’s writings also provide ideas on including
composition in teaching music. These ideas have been adapted by John Feierabend, a proponent of
improvisation in the music classroom. Therefore, many of our modern practices can be traced back to the
roots of Guido’s ingenuity.
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usic teachers have been developing creative and effective
means of teaching their students for hundreds of years.
However, they did not produce their ideas in a vacuum. It may
surprise readers to find that some of today’s most accepted methods find
their origin in the writings of eleventh-century monk and music teacher
Guido d’Arezzo. Living from about 995 to 1050, his developments have
proven to be timeless and useful in the classroom. 1 His contributions
include the five-line musical staff, which is standard in both professional
and educational settings. He also proved how far ahead of his time he
was by using composition in the classroom, encouraging his students and
other teachers of music to create their own melodies. His clearest impact
on music education was in the solfege system’s first iteration of
syllables. Later, medieval and modern figures in music education, such
as Johannes Tinctoris, Zoltán Kodály, and John Curwen, adopted and
improved upon techniques often attributed to him. Guido d’Arezzo’s
influence on the staff, composition in education, and solfege created
breakthroughs in the western world of music education.
The written musical staff, as Guido described in the Micrologus (c.
1026–1032), has arguably made the largest impact on all of western
music. Without it, musicians and singers spent (and in some cultures,
still spend) much more time transmitting music orally. 2 Churches in the
Middle Ages faced this same issue when trying to teach Gregorian chant
to singers. Guido was disgusted with the inefficient way monks
memorized lines of Gregorian chant. He wrote, “Marvelous singers, and
singers’ pupils, though they sing every day for hundreds of years, will
never sing one antiphon, not even a short one, of themselves, without a
master, losing time enough in singing to have learned thoroughly both
1
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sacred and secular letters.” 3 He also famously quipped: “In our time, of
all men, singers are the most foolish.” 4 According to the Dialogus de
musica, some singers would “devote fifty years of their lives to the
practice and study of singing.” 5 Those who worked the hardest to learn
and memorize music would gain the least and neglect other studies, such
as the study of scripture, in the process. While some forms of notation
did exist before Guido, such as heighted neumes, John of Affligem, a fan
of Guido’s work, said in his De musica (written c. 1090–1120), that they
were unhelpful in teaching music and would actually “promote error
rather than knowledge.” 6 Up to this point, learning music was all by ear,
and visual learning tools were not accurate enough to be helpful to those
who did not already know the music.
Thus, Guido’s invention of the staff provided a precise method of
learning music. His notation put into use both the lines and spaces of the
staff; in the past, lines had been used as a type of tablature, found in
earlier Carolingian treatises, but not the spaces. Guido placed letter
names on the left of each line and space, and each line and space would
indicate the same pitch every time. Lines for F and C were also colored
red and yellow, respectively. 7 The use of an x-axis for time and a y-axis
for pitch gave a stable and visual reference for the music that was
difficult to learn aurally.
This invention affected the music world profoundly, as Guido’s Epistola
ad Michahelem (probably written shortly after the summer of 1032)
explains. 8 It describes the usefulness of the staff as well as Pope John
XIX’s (served 1024–1033) excitement and approval at seeing the system
and how he even attempted to learn a song using it. 9 Guido was also
invited to teach the Roman clergy how to read from the staff. 10 He argued
that melodies could be taught faster using this method. As a result,
monks would have more time to spend on prayer, reciting psalms, and
other studies. 11 When John of Affligem used Guido’s method, he noted
that it enabled students to do what they could not do on their own before:
Guido, “Prologus,” quoted in Miller, “Guido,” 243.
Pesce, 407.
5
Page, 444.
6
John of Affligem quoted in Page, 467.
7
Page, 455.
8
Pesce, 2.
9
Pesce, 1.
10
Page, 459.
11
Page, 445.
3
4
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learn a melody without a teacher. Not only that, but the notated music
could easily put to rest disputes over the correct way to sing a chant. He
also asserted that this would make music available not only to a small
“circle” of people who studied and practiced music, but also those in the
congregation of a church. 12 When put into practice by Rudolf of Sint
Truiden (c. 1070–1138), Abbot Theuderic was impressed. 13 He wrote
that although this music teacher did not have an excellent voice and did
not even speak the language of his students, he was able to teach them
how to sing “straight away, only by looking, with art and yet with a silent
master, what they had never learned by hearing.” 14 Guido describes the
written score as a teacher, which he employed to teach a new chant to
choirboys in three days or less. 15 This highly effective method of
learning music is still used to this day, not only to encourage
memorization, or to teach students in school, but also to develop
complexity in compositions.
While Guido encouraged the use of the five-line staff, his focus was
always on the creation of music itself. Today, the use of composition in
the classroom is finally being acknowledged as a valuable method of
learning music. Guido sought to use composition to encourage students’
musical intuition. 16 In one chapter titled, “That anything that is spoken
can be made into music,” Guido explains that it is possible to begin an
original composition based on a text if one assigns a note name to each
of the five vowels. He admits, however, that this hardly creates a welldeveloped tune, as it only uses five notes. 17 Guido elaborates by saying
that to add complexity to the piece, one could assign another possible
note for each vowel. Beyond this, the composing student, when writing
cadences, “should shake himself free from rules learned, and before
everything should consult his ear and thus suit the cadence to the
melody.” 18 Through this exercise, the student has the opportunity to
Page, 467.
Anderson, n.p.
14
Page, 478.
15
Pesce, 463.
16
Van Waesberghe, 58. This idea is outlined in the seventeenth chapter of the
Micrologus, which is a chapter that has created much confusion, since many
original transcripts are difficult to read and the content does not fully align
with its title.
17
Guido, “Micrologus,” 75. The author would like to note that Guido’s
guidelines are not unlike what teachers of music composition might do to help
students begin their projects today.
18
Van Waesberghe, 60.
12
13
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exercise every aural skill he has learned and compose something tuneful
and beautiful, with guidance from a teacher. Earlier in the Micrologus,
Guido gives guidelines for how to write a good melody, addressing
rhythm, pitch movement and cadences. He also gives instructions
pertaining to phrases of text aligning with melody. 19 However, despite
the guidelines, Guido notes that composing should allow a student to
express his own creativity:
In accordance with the diversity of people and minds,
what displeases one is cherished by another; and, anon,
things that blend together delight this man, whereas that
one prefers variety; one seeks a homogeneity and
blandness in keeping with his pleasure-loving mind;
another, since he is serious-minded, is pleased by staider
strains; while another, as if distracted, feeds on studied
and intricate contortions; and each proclaims that music
as much the better sounding which suits the innate
character of his own mind. 20
Music teachers in church or public-school contexts historically have not
emphasized composition—that was left to the elite, private students of
music who were taught individually. However, the importance of using
composition in music education has slowly but surely emerged in the
United States since 1959 when the Ford Foundation created the Young
Composers Project to encourage arts appreciation in the US. 21 Yet for
much of America’s history music educators have not been taught how to
teach composition, or even composed music themselves. Elizabeth A.
Menard writes, “Colleges and universities tend to emphasize
performance, and most do not offer teacher training in music
composition instruction.” 22 Yet in recent years, music teachers have been
recognizing the importance of composition in the classroom as the idea
has gained credibility nationally.
Guido’s innovative use of composition in music education has been
applied to younger students by pedagogue and music education
researcher Dr. John Feierabend. Young children, with whom Feierabend
specializes, are still in the beginning stages of developing their aural and
singing skills, distinguishing between singing and talking. He uses the
Guido, “Micrologus,” 71–72.
Guido, “Micrologus,” 76–77.
21
Menard, 115.
22
Menard, 116.
19
20
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word “arioso” for an exercise that he does with young students, in which
they are encouraged to improvise a tune themselves. “The highest form
of . . . musical thinking is original thought,” said Feierabend in an
interview in 2019. 23 He compares improvisation and composition to
spoken language and written language. If students can speak and
“improvise” sentences, they will eventually be able to write the words.
In the same way, encouraging students to improvise tunes now will give
them the creative skills to write their ideas down in composition later.24
Some young students will simply alternate between two pitches
(Feierabend calls this recitative), but encouraging them to sing more
pitches than two develops their ability to compose more complex
melodies. This can be encouraged by introducing students to more and
more songs, which give them patterns to imitate in their own
compositions. Ultimately, this approach to music adds a new dimension
to learning music—namely the creative dimension—thus enriching a
student’s musical education.
Composition is also deeply enriching for older students of music. In
Menard’s 2015 study, two high school classes implemented a
compositional aspect to their curriculum. The teachers and students
involved greatly appreciated the experience and attested that it added
much value to their understanding of music. Although the band director
and his students both worried that taking time out of band class would
hinder them, the results of the study showed that “students’ comments
relating to thinking differently about the music they perform after
composing lend support to the idea that adding composition instruction
to the curriculum may not diminish a group’s performance but might
actually enhance it.” 25 For many students, Menard writes, composing
also revealed gaps in their “fundamental musical knowledge”:
Band students commented in journals and interviews
that they had “musical ideas in their heads,” but they
seemed challenged by how to get those ideas on to the
paper. . . . I believe this lack of fundamental music
knowledge reflects a need for development in both aural
skill and notation ability. Providing this knowledge for
our students is critical to musical literacy. 26

Hawley, 6:42–6:47.
Hawley, 8:06–8:46.
25
Menard, 131.
26
Menard, 133.
23
24
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Thus, composition involves very important musical skills that any
student of music should attain, making them better musicians overall.

Figure 1. A manuscript of the hymn “Ut queant laxis.” 27
Not only that, but it gives weaker performers the opportunity to have
meaningful musical experiences. One surprising finding of Menard’s
study was that “success in composition did not always relate to high
levels of skill in performance, identifying students with exceptionally
creative ideas as not always their ‘top performers.’” 28 Often many of the
best composers were only average performers, revealing how
composition tapped into the creative minds of students who otherwise
may not have even considered it. Menard writes, “this implied a
responsibility for music educators to provide a variety of musical
opportunities in order to reach more students.” 29
Guido’s ideas are finally coming to recognition in America—and even if
his name is not acknowledged, his spirit is. In the National Association
Ostrowski, n.p.
Menard, 131.
29
Menard, 131.
27
28
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for Music Education 2014 Music Standards, composition is included as
an important part of the national music curriculum for students in
kindergarten through eighth grade. 30 The recent recognition of the great
potential of composition in the classroom reveals how far Guido was
ahead of his time. Not only that, but he even provided other tools to helps
music teachers in the future.
Guido unintentionally invented one of today’s most popular ways for
students to learn the pitches of the scale when he created solfege. While
he did not invent the term, nor are we sure that he intended it to become
so widespread, the origins of it are nevertheless found in his Epistola. 31
Initially, his instruction was to commit each note of the scale to memory
by “[marking] off that pitch or neume at the beginning of some very
familiar melody, and to retain any pitch whatsoever in your memory, you
ought to have readily at hand a melody of this kind which begins from
the same pitch.” 32 Guido’s example of choice was the hymn “Ut queant
laxis,” (see Figure 1) in which each phrase of the short hymn began on a
successive note in the six-note scale (or the notes of the hexachord).

Figure 2. A transcription of Ut queant laxis. Here the syllables used are
clearly indicated for reference. 33
National Association for Music Education.
Pesce, 19.
32
Pesce, 465.
33
Ostrowski, n.p.
30
31
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These syllables were: ut, re, mi, fa, sol, and la (see Figure 2). 34 Since the
Epistola’s writing, manuscripts of this hymn have been found to use
solfege in a number of ways, such as one from the late eleventh/early
twelfth century laying them out before a piece on a staff next to letter
names, according to Dolores Pesce. 35 So although it is not clear whether
this was Guido’s intention, the impact of this never left music education
and has been employed in many new ways.
Guido’s syllables were later leveraged for an elementary learning
environment to further aid in learning music both visually and
kinesthetically. Though the name is misleading, as it appears Guido did
not invent it himself, the Guidonian Hand (see Figure 3) was a mnemonic
device about which Tinctoris wrote in his Expositio manus. 36 The
Guidonian Hand served as a “cognitive map” on which students could
trace scales and intervals. 37
Each note on the hand was called by its letter name, its possible solfege
syllables, and by its octave. 38 Each joint and tip of the fingers became
shorthand for a series of overlapping hexachord scales (see Figure 4)
which moved upwards counterclockwise. 39 This method made
memorizing chants not only an exercise in the mind, but also created a
physical association whose principles we still use today. If a choir leader
pointed to a joint or the tip of a finger on the hand, the students would
see the device and remember in their voices the note they were to sing.
Tinctoris, by expanding upon Guido’s work, was able to extend his goal
of teaching aural memorization. 40

Pesce, 466–467.
Pesce, 20.
36
Seay, 196. Tinctoris did not add much to the conversation on musical
learning during the time that he wrote the Expositio, but the author regards his
“rearrangement” of the work of others as valuable to this conversation.
37
Weiss, 38.
38
Seay, 202.
39
Seay, 190.
40
Pesce, 463.
34
35
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Figure 3. The Guidonian Hand as illustrated in Seay’s edition of
Tinctoris’ Expositio manus. 41

41

Seay, 203.
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Figure 4. The overlapping hexachords of the Guidonian Hand. 42
Both Zoltán Kodály and John Curwen likewise made changes and
improvements to Guido’s solfege system that were implemented in
American schools in the 1960s. 43 Kodály has often been quoted saying,
“There is no good musician who does not hear what he sees, and does
not see what he hears.” 44 Thus, Kodály shares Guido’s appreciation of
both visible and aural music. Learning music is not only an exercise of
one’s ears, but also of one’s eyes. Kodály’s movable do solfege (this time
including ti), and hand signs build on Guido’s ideas for the benefit of the
young musician. 45 In the movable do system, each interval between
syllables remains the same, enabling students to memorize intervals the
more that the scale is practiced.46 Curwen’s hand symbols, each
associated with a solfege syllable, were combined with Kodály’s
method. Like the Guidonian Hand, using them creates a physical and
McNaught, 37.
McClung, 256.
44
Demorest quoted in Bowyer, 70.
45
Ut was replaced with do by Giovanni Battista Doni before 1669 because the
syllable ut was not comfortable to sing. See McNaught, 43.
46
Bowyer, 71.
42
43
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visual connection to an abstract, aural concept. To enhance the physical
associations, the hand symbol system also applies the concept of
climbing a “tone ladder” as the hand moves up and down with each
ascending syllable. 47 This integrates nicely with teaching students the
direction of pitch when reading sheet music.
The physical associations inspired by the Guidonian Hand and extended
through Curwen’s hand symbols have proven to be highly effective for
today’s students who memorize and read music. In a study performed
with eight classes of fourth- and fifth-graders, students who learned
solfege with hand levels (including signs) performed better than students
who learned solfege without Curwen hand symbols hand signs or by
moving their hands up and down with the pitch, but without symbols. 48
The world of music education has greatly benefitted from the writings of
Guido d’Arezzo and others who built on his foundation. In the five-line
staff, progress toward using both lines and spaces not only became an
educational tool, but also became significant in how the western world
would organize and communicate its music. From Bach, Beethoven, and
Brahms to Britten and Barber, from art songs and chamber music to
symphonies and operas, the five-line staff has created opportunity for
sophisticated music-making that Guido perhaps never could have
imagined. Composition in the classroom continues to gain credibility as
a valuable method in teaching music both to young children as well as
adolescents. It allows students to practice their own creativity, exercises
their aural skills, and helps them to think about performing music from
the composer’s perspective. Solfege became one of the most-used
methods in teaching students how to remember intervals and pitch.
Recent developments and integration into the regular elementary and
choral music curricula are a testament to just how powerful this tool is
to students. Without Guido d’Arezzo, today’s music classroom—and
western music at large—might look very different indeed.
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